PWG Web-based Imaging Management Services

Conference Call

Minutes – December 15, 2004

Harry Lewis
12/17/2004

Attendees

- Harry Lewis, IBM
- Ira McDonald, High North
- Jerry Thrasher, Lexmark
- Bill Wagner, NetSilicon
- Peter Zehler, Xerox

General Discussion

Approved minutes from 12/01 conference call.

Imaging Counters Specification

Reviewed Pete’s latest update.

Agreed to leave Transforms in scope and in Fig 2. Need to add a conformance section for Transforms (section 7). KOctets will be the only mandatory counter. Additional (optional) Transform counters may be added as the definition and design of Transforms Services matures.

Per decisions in San Antonio, the term “Summary” counters changes to “Job” counters and “Document Data” changes to “Datastream”. These changes affect Figure 4 and elsewhere, throughout the specification. Additional changes to Figure 4 include making “Media Used” a peer with “Job” and extending the “work counters” box to include “Media Used”.

Discussion about the definition of maintenance mode. Agreed to: “A product or service in maintenance mode performs only diagnostic, repair, calibration or other non-user maintenance jobs”.

Discussed persistence required for Media Used counters and the fact that there will be practical limits to how many media types can be stored. The notion of lifetime, power cycle and admin reset counters was added in San Antonio based on UP3i requirements. We still need to address these in the specification. We acknowledge that lifetime counters may be subject to pruning in limited memory applications.

**Counter MIB**

Ira has updated the counter MIB. We did not have time to review this. Plan to review at next meeting.

**Next Conference Call**

- The next WIMS conference call will be on January 5, 2005

Time: Noon Eastern (9am Pacific)

*Call-in US Toll-free: 1-877-874-5524*

*Call-in International/Toll: 1-712-455-8420*

*Participant Identification number: 497478*